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Blue Key accepting nominations
The UMR chapter of the blue Key National Honor
Fraternity is taking nominations for its annual "Miner of
the Year" Award. Nominees should be students who
have done outstanding work in their organizations, on
campus, and in the community. The winner will
receive a plaque and a $100 cash award, as well as
recognition in the Miner and on campus. Nominations
should be submitted to the Blue Key mailbox in University Center West no later than Monday, April 25.

Gayatri Bhatt named new student curator
News Services
SOURCE

ROLLA, MO. - Gayatri Bhatt of
Rolla, Mo., a sophomore majoring in
management systems at the University
of Missouri-Rolla, has been named by
Missouri Gov. Mel Carnahan as the
new student representative on the Uni-

versity of Missouri Board of Curators.
Her appointment is contingent upon
confirmation by the Missouri Senate.
Carnahan selected Bhatt to serve on
the Board after Andrew Sears, the
UMR electrical engineering student
who was previously appointed to the
position, withdrew his name from consideration. At UMR, Bhatt has been an
active member of UMR's Student
Union Board, the UMR TECHS
(Teaching, Encouraging, Caring and
Helping Students) peer-education

group and the Christian Campus Fellowship. Earlier this week, Bhatt was
one of five campus recipients of the
1994 Volunteer Spirit Award by
Buick. She also is a member of the
Chancellor's Leadership Class and
works as a student assistant at the
UMR Career Opportunities Center.
Bhatt also has been active in national
student leadership-development activities, attending the 1994 National

see Bhatt, page 16
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: What's Up at UNIR
Wednesday

Gub

Park. For more infonnalion, call Larry

Lapinski at 364-8115 orDaveStewartat 364-0420.

Noon: OuistianCampusFellowshipBibleReading,

dilemma offmdinga meaningful carecropportunity

Walnut Room, UC~Easl

without previous business e~perience. ''lGrbydis-

data entry, diver, gardener, historian, hy.drblogist,

tributorsprovidethesestudents witha direct route to

librarian, curator, river patrol, surveyor, wildlife
management assistant. writerandmanymore.

Noon: Christian Campus Fellowship Meeting,W alnut Room, UC-East

6:00pm: Intervarsity Christian Fellowship mtg.,

Latter-day Saint Student Association class, 243 ·

a good career opportunity. Recruits bypass the chal-

Missouri Room, UC~East

McNutt

lenge most students face -obtaining a worthwhile

Youcansignupsolo,orwithafriend,family

swnmeropportunity without 'rea! world' workexpe-

member or club. Meet new people, see great scen-

2:30pm: UMR baseball vs. Lindenwood College at
6 :30pm: Show-Me Anime mtg., 204 McNutt

Sl Charles, MO

artist, geologist, biologist, carpenter, computerand

6:30pm: Koinonia Bible Study, 305 Otem. Eng.

rienceundertheirbe1l"
Formore information. contact yourlocal au-

3:00pm: UMR softball vs. Sl Louis University at

8:00pm: University Theatre presents "Picnic,"

home

Leach Theatre, Castleman Hall Formore information, call341-4219

7:00pm: Tau Beta Pi general mecting,G-3 Chern.

7:00pm: UMRSpringfilm ,eries, ''Night on Earth,"

thorized Kirby distributororcall (216) 228-2400 or

ence for public paries and forest. With volunteer

write The KirbyCompany,1920West 114thStn:e~

opportunities in nearly every state, chances are

Oeveland,OH44I02-2391 .

Miles Auditorium. Admissionbyseasonticketor53

3:30pm: UMR T.E.C.H.S. mtg., 208 Norwood

Saturday

6:00pm: MSMSpelunken; Clubmtg., 204 McNutt

10:00am: History Oub trip to Cahokia,lL

at the door.

7:00pm: UMR CollegeofArts and Science sponsors

there'sonenearyou. Prc:fertotravcl? Some of the
positions even supply housing andofi'erreimbtme-

Doyouhavesomesparetimeandaloveofthe
greatoutdoors? Looking fora rewarding experience

8:00pm: Chi Alpha mtg., Missouri room, UC-East

ery, get valuable experience and learn more about
America's outdoortn:asures while makingadiffer-

ment for food and/ or travel expenses. Others
provide on-the-jobtrainingoracaderniccredit

or educational opportunity this swnmer? Consider

American Hiking Society is • national. non-

spending time as a volunteer in a national or &tate

profit organization dedicated to preserving and ex-

park, forest. or other public land. The need for

pandingAmerica', mils, w)tilepromoting the ben-

volunteers is at an all·time high.

efits ofhilcing and trails.

a recital by Katbyand William Brown. Free tickets

12:3Opm: UMR Golf, UMR Best Ball Tourney, at

may be obtained at the UC-West ticket office.

Oak Mcadow Country Oub

The 1994 "Helping Out in the Outdoors," a

Fora 128 page directory of more than 2,000

7 :30pm: Bob Corbett to speak at the FitSt United

5:00pm: UMR IFC Greek Week Carnival, lions

Noon: UMRBoosterOubmtg., G&D Steakhouse.

directoryofvolunteeropportunitiesonpubliclands

volunteer jobs. send 57 for a single issue to AHS

MethodistChurch. Hc willbe discussing his work in

Cub Parle..

Formore infonnation. contact David Dearth at 341-

publishodby AmericanHikingSociety,can help you

Helping Ou~ P.O. Box 20160, Washington,

Haiti. For more information, contact Carol Ann

Lapinskiat364-SII50rDaveStewartat364-0420.

41141

Hnd an opportunity to match your interests and

20041-216-.

8:00pm: University Theatre presents " Picnic,"

Noon: Christian Campus Fellowship Meeting, W a1-

Leach Theatre, CastlemanHall. Formore infonna-

nutRoom,UC-Easl

scribed in thedirectory. Campgroundhostsandtrail

3:00pm: UMR softball vs. Central Methodist at

tremendousvarietyofopportUnities,suchasgraphic

For more information, call LaI'T)'

Next
We(lnesday

schedule.

Smith at 341-4868

8:00pm: College Republicans mtg., 205 H-SS

Sunday

8:00pm: Tau Beta Sigm~mtg., 315 Chern. Eng.

Thousand offascinating opportunities are de-

ANNUAL COMPETITION FOR FULlllRIGHT
GRANrSOPENS

crews are most corrunon, but the listing includes a

tion,call341-4219
8 :oopm: Kappa Kappa Psi mtg., 321 Chern. Eng.

9:00pm: ArnoldAir Societymtg., 208 Harris

DC

see Aid, page 16

home

!0:00am: Baha'i Oub children', class, 125 <=:hern.

4:00pm: Chemical Engineering Graduate Seminar

Eng.

series: Jel'T)' Vineyard, "Water management in the
Missouri Riverbasin,"125 Schrenk

Thursday

1:oopm: UMRsoftbail. MIAA inter-division roundrobin. at Shawnee, Kan.

ries: K. Olandrashekara, "Active control of smart
composite structures," 114Civil.

6:00pm: Student Health Services sponsors 'Walk
for Wellness,"UMR Track

1 1:30pm: Civil Engineering Graduate Seminarse2:00pm: UMR Jazz Band, Leach Theatre, CastlemanHall. Admission is free and open to the public.

6:00pm: MSM Spelunkers Oubmtg., 204 McNutt

Formore infonnation,call341-4185

Noon: Christian Campus Fellowship Meeting, W al-

7:00pm: Down to Earth mtg., 210 McNutt

nut Room, UC-East

2:0Opm:OtineseStudentAssociationChinese class

12:30pm: Newman Scripture

6:00pm: UMR Collegium Musicum presents the

8 :oopm: College Republicansmtg., 205 H-SS

Madrigal Feaste dinner concert, Centennial Hall,

8:oopm:KappaKappaPsimtg.,321 Chem. Eng.

4:45pm: Toastmasters mtg., Missouri Room. UC-

UC-Easl

East

Kramme at 341-41 09.

8:00pm: Tau Beta Sigmamtg., 315 Chern . Eng.

6:30pm: Voices of Inspiration mtg., TJ South

9 :oopm: Arnold AirSocietymtg., 208 Harris

6:30pm: Alpha Phi Omega mIg., 206 McNutt

For ticket information contact Joel

Lounge
7 :30pm: Lutheran Student Center Bible Study
9:00pm: Blue Sabresrntg.
8:00pm: St. Pat'sCommitteemtg., 107C MEanne ~

The Kirby Company, manufacturerofhome

Monday

arship Progrun, "Makin' the Grade." Funded jointly

Noon: Ouistian Campus Fellowship BibleReading,

byindependentdistributors,d ivisional superv isors

8:00pm: SolarCar T eammtg., G4A Basic Engineermg

Walnut Room, UC-Easl

Friday

Financial Aid
care systems , is continuing its annual CollegeSchol-

and the Kirby Company, scholarships range from

from the UnitedStatesand Canada competc:d fo r 10&

Room, UC-East

scholarships totalling ove r . 72,000.

4:30pm: Chemistry Seminar: Glen Stoner, 'The

alternative to dead-end summer jobs, the program

12:3Opm: UMR Golf, UMR Best Ball Tourney. at

replacementconversion coatingfo ralwninum ."G-3

emphasizes time managem ent, communication

Oak Meadow Country Qub

Schrenk

skills and professionalism in an actual bUSiness set-

3 :OOpm: GamingAssoClation open gaming, Chern.

7:30pm: Alcoholics Anonymous mtg., Walnut

independent Kirby dealers during June, July and

Eng.

Room, UC-East

August, competing for monthly scholarships baseon

3:30pm: Trap & Skeetmtg., T -2 building

8:oopm:Koinoniamtg., Meramec Room, UC-East

Designed to giv e college students a reali sttc

nut Room, UC-East.

ting. Participants work as full-time and part-time

sales pe rfo rmance.
Accordingto Greg Koening. directorof sales
admin istratIOn, "Makin' theGrade"participantsnot
S.OOpm· UMR IFC Greek Week Carnival, Lions

This is in

$250 to $1000. Last year over '100 college recruits
Noon: Toastmasters International mtg., Missouri

Noon : Christian Cainpus Fellowship Meeting, W al-

To whom il~

Tuesday

only earn money for Nition, but also overcome the

rea!ize thai il

and apPoligiJ

any Such 0Cc
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Opinions
Letters to the Editors
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There are three sets of laws that govern the conduct of Man in nature and society. These are the natural law, the civil
law, and the spiritual law. It is within the confines of these three sets of laws that man must exist in orderlo live a balanced
and ordered life. It is within these three sets of criteria that I now seek to examine the profile of a rape.
Natural law gives men the advantage of physical strength over most women. Natural law sacrifices physical strength
in women in order to give them the gifts of childbirth. Natural law gives men and women these separate gifts intending
that together they may form the best institution (through cooperation and compromise) that can thrive within the forces of
nature.
In analyzing the action of a rape within the context of natural law we must first recognize that most men naturally have
the physical advantage to violate women sexually. To be more specific, men who have developed great physical strength
(such as the farm boy, the loading dock worker, and the local football star) possess extreme advantages. JUdging rape by
natural law alone we must recognize that such men can commit a rape without any natural consequences for the man unless
he contracts a venereal disease. All of the responsibilities of pregnancy and parenting due to a rape are left to the woman.
We must next move to the civil law. Civil law in an ideal world should prosecute the rapist. Civil law should remove
from the streets any farm boy, loading dock worker, or football stud that has commined a rape. Such individuals have given
up their rights to exist as a free individuals within society; they have violated the order that civil law seeks to provide. They
deserve to be isolated and punished. However, all too many remain on the farms, on the loading docks, and on the football
team. They may be held in high esteem by their families, their employers, and their cheering crowds. The rapist may not
believe that he should be held accountable due to the prestige that he carries in other aspects of his life. He may believe
that he is above the law. The problem with the civil law is that it is often impossible to present and prove a.ll of the facts
of the case; also, through intimidation, fear, and public scrutiny many women do not press charges against the rapist The
only law that always hold the rapist accountable for his actions is the spiritual law. By spiritual law I am referring to the
spiritual laws of the JUdaic, Christian, and Islamic traditions. These laws are the only ones that can potentia.lly work within
the conscience, soul, or spirit of the rapist to help him understand his crime. The rapist will probably escape the natural
law consequences of rape by not contributing to raising the child. He may also escape the civil law consequences of rape
by not spending time in prison. But he cannot escape the internal law of the spirit; God will hold him accountable. If a mlln
has commined a rape God knows the absolute truth of the maner; there can be no manipUlation or distortion of the truth
to escape this fact.
Last year a UMR student was raped by another UMR student The rapist remains on campus and continues to be held
in high regard by his professors and peers. The purpose of this writing is a ca.ll for prayer for the rapist Let us pray that
he will come to understand· his offence and seek atonement If a rapist escapes the consequences of the natural and civil
laws through lies and manipUlation, he may never change. Let us pray that the rapist finds the only solution to his problem
and the problems he has inflicted on society; let us pray that he finds the spiritual balance and order that can only be achieved
by the recognition of his Sin.

Tim Gungoll
UMR Student

To whom it may concern:
This is in regards to the graphic placed on page 7 of last week's Miner.
realize that it was immature and stupid. I would like to take full responsiblity

and appoligize for my actions. Guidelines have been established to eliminate
any such occurances from happening again.

Some time ago, Mr. Paul Ono proposed in article in the Miner that society be organized into "classes and orders." When
I criticized this concept pointing out that all men and (by extension) women are created equal (if you believe the Declaration
of Independence), the response (received was the usual comments about the inequality of wealth and athletic prowess. The
author of the response was not identified by accidental omission but it was not from Mr. Otto but rather one of his spear
carriers, "classes and orders" in action. Mr. Ono moved on to develop other Olympian ideas.
This unidentified author stated that he had a book that demonstrated that slavery was a form of socialism. He didn'l
identify it further except to state it contained about 250 pages. The fact that a book has been written alleging the proof a
point of view mayor may not be relevant I could write a book claiming that the world was flat and that the entire universe
revolved about Rolla, Missouri. If no reputable publisher would publish my book, I could go to one of the "vanity press"
publishers and hire them to publish 500 or 1000 copies which I could sell or give away.
To claim that slavery is a form of socialism seem very fanciful. In the 250 years of slavery in what is now the U.S.,
no one could persuade the slaves that they shouldn't run away or they shouldn't revolt because the working conditions, the
housing, the food, and the retirement benefits must have been idyllic. The unknown author should read less of Margaret
Mitchell and more of Frederick Douglass.
In reality, slavery is a form of capitalism. The slave holder owned the means of production and the workers who received
no pay. The workers were required to produce their own food and clothing and build their own houses. When they were
too old to work. they were placed in cabins in the woods without support to die (see Frederick Douglass). The owner receives
a.ll the benefits.
Unfortunately. Mr. Paul Otto and his spear carrier have fallen into the trap of seeking simple solutions to complex
problems. A reading of the history of the world will reveal that the construction of "classes and orders" may be intended
to be flexible but this requires people wit power to give up their power to those who are anempting 10 enter the elevated
"classes and orders." Power is finite. Very few people voluntarily give up power. Rigidity develops very rapidly locking
the powerless out of power.
YOUTS truly.
H.P. /AlgA", Jr.
Professor

Joe IIorDbul'K

The views expressed on the opinions page are not neccessarily those of the staff and employees of the
Missouri Miner. We welcome any and all opinions for publication. Please submit your opinions and
letters to the Missouri Miner with your complete name and student JIj :"lumber.
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Man of the Year Finalists
.
.

1;:
bef re Greek Week (April 16-23), the University of Missouri - Rolla Interfraternity Council holds the Man of ~e Year competition to honor a man in the Greek system. These men where
verybeyear thO h
demonstrated both outstanding service and out-goingness toward the campus and community, while still achlevmg academiC excellence. The wmner will be announced at the 32nd
hosen, cause ey ave
Greek Banquet, April 20th, 5 p.m . at Oak Meadow Country Club.
All photos by: IFe
C

Craig Rackers

David Witt
Kappa Alpha

Brian Clark

GPA: 3.5

Lambda Chi Alpha

David has served as the President and Treasurer of Kappa Alpha, as
well as several committee heads. He
has been the Treasurer and Secretary of
the St. Pat's Committee, the Treasurer
of Blue Key, and the President of Phi
Eta Sigma. He is also a member of
Alpha Phi Omega, and the UMR Honors Program. He has received the
Freshman Scholarship Award from his
house, and has served as the 2nd Guard
of St. Pal He is now active as a
graduate teaching assistant in Computer Science.

GPA: 3.1
Brian has served his house as
Rush Chairman and Social Chainnan.
In the InterFraternity Council, he has
served as the Rush Chairman. He has
been involved in ASHRAE (SecretaryTreasurer), Alpha Phi Omega, and AlcoholAwareness Week Committee. He
was nominated by his house as a Student Knight this year. He has received
the UMR Intramural Athlete of the
Week twice and has been a member of
..the UMR volleyball club and the UMR
rugby club.

Shawn Craig
GPA: 3.0

Bradley Flauaus

Shawn has served Si gma Nu as
Treasurer, Secretary, Ste ward, and
Chaplain. He was President of the St.
Pat's Committee, Vice-President of
Blue Key, and Treasurer of the National Society of Professional Engi neers. He was elected as St. Patrick in
1993, and has been on the UMR honor
roll four semesters. He has been
awarded with the Tristan G. Pinzke
Scholarship, and was chosen as Mr.
Popularity in the Kappa Delta Campus
Man competition

Sigma Chi

~

......... ", ........

Darren Walters

GPA: 3.4

Kappa Sigma
GPA: 3.6

Craig has served Phi Kappa
Theta as Pledge Educator, Alumni
Coordinator, Executive Council Representative, Asst. Steward, and Historian. He has served as President of
Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity,
2nd Vice-President of Blue Key, and
Treasurer of!MA. He was honored as
Blue Key Miner of the Month (Nov .
1989) and has received the Mechanical
Engineering Dept. Scholarship. He
has spent three terms as a Co-op with
Lexmark International, Inc. Craig is
also the Social Chainnan ofKME Math
Honor Society.

Darren has served his house as
President and Treasurer as well as
several committee chainnans. On campus, his activities have included the
InterFraternity Council (president),
Blue Key Honor Society (Editor), Phi
Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Theta Tau
Omega, Alpha Phi Omega, and
ASHR<AE. Last year, Darren received
the Scholarship and Leadership National Certificate of Merit. He has also
received the Curator's Scholarship, and
has been on the Honor Roll for UMR
every semester.

Jason Stratman

Sigma Nu

'- •• "" ........... ...... ~~. '" . . .....

Phi Kappa Theta

Phi Kappa Theta
GPA: 3.9

GPA: 3.4
Bradley has served his house as
Vice-President, Rush Chairman, Homecoming Chairman, and Chapter Editor.
He has also served the American Insti tute of Chemical Engineers as VicePresident and Secretary. In the Student
Council , he has held position of Secretary and has been involved in several
committees. Bradley is also a member
of Tau Beta Pi . He has been honored
with the AlChE Outstanding Achievement Award. Bradley has also partici. p ~ted in varsity football and track.
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Jason has served Phi Kappa
Theta as Social Chairman, Charities
Chairman, and Financial Chairman.
He has served Pi Tau Sigma (ME honor
society) as Key Chairman and KME as
Secretary. He is al so a member of Tau
Beta Pi Honor Society and Phi Eta
Sigma, Freshman Honor Society. He
has received the National Collegiate
Engineering Award, and theAll-American Scholar. Jason has participated in
varsity Football, Wrestling. and Track.

Drake Clark
Sigma Nu
GPA: 3.4
Drake has served Sigma Nu as
President, Rush Chairman. and Historian. He has been the Recording Secretary for Tau Beta Pi and Vice-President of Alpha Sigma Mu. He is a
member of Phi Eta Sigma and the
American Foundryman's Society. He
has received th~ Karl J. Hasselman
Scholarship from Sig~a Nu and the
Jesse Bodine Memorial Scholarship
from the University. He has also participat~ in Varsity Tennis.
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The Life and Times ... The end
of the world as we know it
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I think I need to let you all in on a
linle secret. Actually, it's a great big
gigantic secret, but it's so secretive, the
people who are hiding it are even concealing how big it is. CWow.) However, with a little bit of diligence and
hard work (and also that really slightly
bizarre mind-set you find yourself in
just before a major math exam on
which you really have to do well or you
just might be saying "Do you want fries
with that?" for the rest of your life), I
discovered their devious little --oops, I
mean huge-- plot and now will offer it
to you, free of charge, just because
that's the kind of person I am. (Also
because I h&ve a ton of other things that
I should be doing right now, but none of
them are any fun.)
You see, it' s a conspiracy. What
is? you ask, thinking all the while that
you hope I never have to write anything
exceptionally important, because I
have a bit of a time getting to the point.
Well, believe it or not, this tidbit of
information is actually very important,
so I'll tell you again: it's a conspiracy.
Now, before you go getting all riled
upon me, here' s the explanation. You
see, our country is slowly but surely,
systematically but subtly, being overthrown. How? you ask, with those
funny little wrinkle lines in your forehead. It's quite simple: by math. (You
do realize, don't you, that 51 math
professors just went into cardiac arrest?) See, for many decades now, the
U.S . has been in heated competition

with every other semi-industrialized
country on this planet to be the fust in
technology and new innovations in the
world of science and, therefore, in
math. We're always pushing to make
that discovery, yearning to build a better mousetrap (or Discman), striving to
cross the fmish line fust and be declared the winner. Well, I don't know
how many of you read those linle biographies at the bottom of your Calc or
Diff E.Q. books about the people who
came up with the more recent of these
wonderful theorems and stuff, but next
to none of these masters are American.
See, this conspiracy has been going on
for centuries: foreign powers giving us
the mathematical basis for undermining ourselves and causing our own
downfall! Okay, I can tell some of you
still aren ' t quite with me, so I'll elaborate. Remember the Greeks and Romans? Well, they came up with alotof
the original facts that ended up in that
35 pound Calculus book you're toting
around right now. So? you ask. Well,
look at what happened to them! The
Romans are famous for being such a
great empire and then falling to ruins .
THAT is the conspiracy! These other
countries are trying to get us to that
state of technology where all of a sudden no one can figure out a tip at a
restaurant without the use of his HP
and our entire nation will shut down if
someone accidentally turns off a light
switch. Don't you see?!

Don't you get it? One day, some
good-looking French guy disguised as
a world-renowned poet is going to
sneak into I{adio Shack and rearrange
the inventory numbers on the Energizer batteries and then no one will be
able to play their Game Boy anymore
because there aren' t enough batteries
because the store' s clerk can't order
the right ones because the numbers
have all been changed and no one
knows how to look in a book anymore
to find the right ones!!!
See, I told you it was important.
Now you all just sit there and ponder
this for a while (or flip to the page with
the comics like you're going to do
anyway), and then coneentrate on what
has to be done for the se'~urity of this
nation. Oh, and by the way, if you use
this theory on your Calculus professor
on why you got a 27 percent on your last
test, don't refer him to me. I'll be out
of the country, searching --very diligently-- for that French poet See ya'
all next week!
'.
'

******
P.S. Confidential to .Mr. Janson:
Thank you thank you thank you. I'm
glad somebody' s reading this babble
every week! When I win my Pulitzer,
I'll be sure to mention your name. Oh,
and I can't for the life of me remember
what article any mention of B' s and
G ' s was in, but I' ll try to find out. And
the election is coming soon... very,
very soon. Sincerely, Me.

Effects of drinking on athletic performance
UMR Substance
Abuse Prevention
Program
SOURCE
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Every week you undergo rigorous training and exercise. You
teach your body to overcome exhaustion and fatigue. You train
your muscles so that they become
stronger, respond quicker, and resist injury. You develop sleeping
habits that allow your body to recover from exercise. You work very
hard to become the master of a
finely tuned machine, your body.
You do this so it will perform the
way you want it and be at peak
performance. So why do you repeatedly harm this high performance "machine" each weekend by
consuming alcohol?
There is no need to repeat what
others have said about alcoholism
and its devastating effects on the
body. There is no need to repeat

what others have said about the tragic
loss oflife that results from poor judgement while under the influence of alcohol. You have all been told this so
many times that if you succumb to them
it would not be from ignorance. What
you have possibly not been made aware
of are the effects of alcohol on your
body ' s athletic performance.
Someofyou may have thought that
drinking one or two nights a week
could not possibly harm your performance. How could it? It couldn't
possibly have any real effects since you
don't drink frequently enough and during the week you eat right, get plenty of
sleep, and exercise.
Right?
WRONG!!!
Alcohol is a diuretic and diuretics
affect the fluid balance of your body by
causing your body to lose water at an
unnatural level.
Your body has to
cleanse itself of the toxins you have
placed inside it and it does so by flushing itoutofyoursystem with the body's
water supply. This not only affects
your body's ability to perspire and cool

itself but also causes you to lose vital
minerals and vitamins that are necessary for your physical growth and
ability to fight off infectious diseases. By drinking, you expose yourself to sickness at a much greater
level.
Your body needs the valuable
nutrition that comes from a healthy
diet to repair and build itself and
alcohol contains no nutritional
value. It contains only empty calories that are turned into fat, not
muscle. In fact, alcohol affects your
metabolism in such a way that it
makes your body turn the valuable
nutrition yo u have consumed into fat
so that it can process and remove the
alcohol in your system.
In athletic competition, you need
quick responses. You need to be
able to not only think but react rapidly. Alcohol damages your ability
to do this. By consuming alcohol,

see Alcohol, page 6
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Keep Taxing, I Am Addicted

Problem of the Week
INSCR IBED IN A TR IANGLE

What's a poor boy to do these days? Cigarettes are getting ready to be taxed
out of existence, beer seems like it keeps going up in price all of the time, and
marijuana is illegal. Why can't the government start taxing things like candy bars Consider an equilateral triangle with side length a The triangle has 3 circles inscribed as pictured with the
or shoes? Instead of a new tax on tobacco, they should put a tax on eggs. People
conditions that the circles have equal radii and the circles are the largest that can be inscribed. What is the area
need eggs just like they need cigarettes, but eggs aren't fun so they probably won't
inside the equilateral triangle excluding the area of the circles?
tax them. The tax money has to come from somewhere but, hey, why can't they
layoff of the things I am addicted to. They try to make the tax on cigs and beer
sound like it is a punishment for people who enjoy these two things by calling it
a "sin" -tax. Even if you can scrape up enough money to by some cigarettes you
can't hardly smoke them anywhere within seventy-five yards of another person
with out being blamed for ruining that person's health. There are a lot of different
ways the government could come up with taxes besides bombarding the few
things that are legal and fun. First of all, they could put a nickel toll on everybody
that enters Wal-Mart. This would undoubtedly raise millions of dollars because
Wal-Mart is entered every day by millions of people (especially on check day).
Second, they could put a two-cent tax on all candy bars. This would also raise
. thousands of dollars to be spent wisely by our government. Third, they could put
a one dollar tax on all shoes. People have to buy shoes, maybe only once a year,
but everybody does buy them at one time in their life. This would also raise
millions of dollars. I don' t understand why the government feels the need to tax
fun things, I guess they figure if you are hooked, you are going to be buying
cigarettes every day, and that means you will be paying them every day. But still,
it would be nice if they spread the tax around a little bit. Instead of taxing people
addicted to tobacco, they should maybe try taxingfatpeoplewho are addicted to
food. I guess they would come under fire from the interest group that represents
fat people who like to buy candy bars and shoes at.Wal-Mart I am just sitting
around waiting for Russ and Rena's Place--my favorite liquor store--to initiate a
punch card incentive program like Subway. It would be great if every time I came
in and bought a quart of beer they- would punch my card, and when I got twelve
I could get a free quart Sounds good, just like the Wal-Mart toll, but it will never
happen .
.
By James Barnes

SOLUTION (INTERSECTING RECTANGLES)
Any triangle formed from intersecting two rectangles will have two adjacent sides from one of the rectangles.
Therefore the triangle will always be a right triangle. There are two distinct possibilities: Either a right angle
is used from the 2 by 2 rectangle or a right angle is used from the 1 by 3 rectangle.
If a right angle is used from the 1 by 3 rectangle the possibilities to consider are from the fomi on the left to the
limiting form on the right.
.
If a right angle is used from the 2 by 2 rectangle, the possibilities to consider are from the form on the left to
the limiting form on the right.

Answer: The bottom right configuration gives the maximum are of 2/(3 11 1/2) square units.

Alcohol

SUBConscious
Greeks

from page 5

Community Service
Fraternity and Sororities are not only a part of the campus, but they are also
a part of the community. The UMR Greeks have been making great strides to
reverse the "Animal House" stereotype that simply doesn.'t apply at the University of Missouri-Rolla. An organization of people of tIiatnature wouldn't last long
at a school like this. And since the Greeks have been prospering here for over 100
years, we must be doing something right Greeks, working collectively or
individually, make large contributions of time and money to the campus and the
surrounding community. Every semester, Greek organizations at UMR make
sizeable donations and so work for area philanthropies and organizations as well
as for each fraternity and sorority's National Philanthropy . We sponsor city wide
street cleanups,

Virtual reality!!!! it's something
you've been waiting for and we've got
it. Come check it out on Thursday
April 21 from 10 -4 in Centennial Hall.
Walk through a 360 degree cyberspace
and experience the thrill. Also, this
week, Joan Fagan the perky comedian
will be performing Thursday night, the
21stin UCEcafeteria. Youmayrecognize her satiricle comedy from TV, but
even if you don't, her comedy will
inspire laughter in you.
The movie showing this weekend
in ME 104 is The Breakfast Club.
Molly Ringwald, Emilio Esteves, and
Judd Nelson star in this 1984 hit.
Next Thursday, J.R. Brow, another
comedian will be performing live in
UCE Cafeteria. The April Fools Comedy series is going strong so loin us and
tickle that funny bone.

E
a.
5

f

~--~--~~~~~--

from page 6

you are consuming a sedative. This,
over a period of time can dull your
reactions as well as your body's ability
to respond. Alcohol can also cause
high blood pleasure which places a
tremendous strain on your heart and
your body's ability to transport the
oxygen necessary for your muscles to
perform.
You may not have noticed any of
these things happening to you. After
all, the consumption of alcohol can be
a seemingly pleasurable experience or
why would you continue to do it? Just
think about how you felt after the last
time you drank. Would you have
wanted to exercise feeling like that?
Probably not. Isn't that enough of a
waming sign to you that you have damaged the finely tuned "machine" you
have worked so hard to· maintain and
build? Why do it? For more information contact UMR's Substance Abuse
Prevention Program, 106 Norwood
Hall, 341-4292.
.
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Miners drop .three MIAA games to Pitt. State
Scott Burkemper
Starr Writer

Photo by MIke O'Shea

Miner pitcher, Alan Jones, fires the baseball In to a waiting PI«. State player In one of this
weekend's games.
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The baseball Miners had a disappointing weekend, dropping three
conference games to visiting Pittsburg
State University and moving theirov,?rall record to 8-24.
In the Friday afternoon contest, it was all Pillburg State's game as
the PSU offense scored 11 runs on 14
hits on route to an 11 -0 victory overthe
Miners. However, the afternoon belonged to PSU pitcher Denny Ferraro.
Ferraro retired 19 bailers in a row
during one slre,tch, striking out 9. The
only hit he allowed was a third inning
single by Miner third baseman Eric
Kearbey.
On Saturday, the same two
teams met to playa doubleheader. In
the opener, the Miners jumped to an
early lead, scoring three runs in the
bottom of the fIrst inning. L<;ftfielder
Nathan Wade and rightfIelder Tim
Pruett both singled, putting runners on
the co~ners. Catcher Mike Williams
then hit a sacrifice fly to score Wade.
After another single by third baseman
Eric Kearbey, centerfielder Chad
. Fuesting doubled to score Pruett and
Keru-bey, giving .the Miners a 3-0 lead.
The Miners extended their lead to 4-0
in the second inning on an RBI single
by Wade.
.
After a PSU run in the top of

the fourth, the Miners scored again in
the bottom half of the inning. Williams
got his second RBI of the day as he
singled home shortstop Jeremy Henry
to .niake the score 5-1.
Pittsburg State turned the
gl)l1le in their favor in the top of the
sixth inning. PSU scored seven runs,
fIve of them with two outs, to give them
an 8-5 lead. They then added runs in
the seventh, eighth, and ninth innings.
The Miners managed .a small rally in
the bottom of the eighth inning, scoring
two runs to make the fmal 11-7.
In the second game, Pittsburg
State continued their winning ways,
scoring in the fIrst inning to take a 1-0
lead. However, the Miners scored two
runs in the third to go on top. Second
baseman Matt Klaus led off the inning
with a single . After a walk to
leftemelder Nathan Wade, rightfIelde~
Tim Pruett doubled, scoring Klaus and
Wade and giving the Miners a 2-1 lead.
PSU scored two runs in the
top of the futh inning to make the score
3-2. The Miners tied the game 3-3 in
the bottom of the sixth on an RBI single
by centemelder Chad ]'uesting. PSU
.then scored 3 runs on a wild pitch and
two squeeze plays for the 6-3 victory.
The Miners finish up their
schedule this week, playing a rescheduled conference game on Monday
against the University of Missouri-SI.
Louis and then travelling to St Charles,
MO to play Lindenwood College.
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UMR Booster Club Sponsor's Golf Tourney
ROLLA, Mo. - The University of Missouri-Rolla Booster
Club will sponsor its third annual
golf tournament on Monday, May
2, at Oak Meadow Country Club in
Roll~.

The tournament, which begins
at noon, is an open event. The $50
entry fee includes lunch, a putting
contest, the'18-hole scramble, dinner and prizes. Non-golfers are

invited to the reception and dinner that
evenin'g at a cost of $10 per ticket.
The' net proceeds from the tournament will go toward supporting the
men's and women's athletic programs
at UMR. Last year, the Booster Club
provided 15 $1,000 scholarships one for each sport - and also assisted
with travel and other, oper~ting expenses for the ,teams. The club also

encourages community involvement in supporting the athletic programs ,at UMR.
Flyers and entry forms for the
golf·tournament are available at the
UMR athletic office, UMR Golf
Course and Oak Meadow Country
Club. For more information call
the UMR athletic office at (314)
3414175

Miner Fan in the Stands

.Photo by Mike O'Shea

This lucky Fan in the Stands was attending a Miner
baseball game this past weekend. Please come up
to 102 Norwood Hall on Thursday at~p.m .. and
claim your shirt!!!
~

Univ~rsity

of MissouriRolla RecSports

INTRAMURAL Athlete of the Week
One ofthe most exciting and basketball, football, and baseball.
, productive basketball players In these spOrts, he was second
, this year,in intramurals has to be team all-state forward for the HorRandy Lierz from ,Sigma Phi nets in basketball, received allEpsilon. As a starting center, state honorable mention as a
Lierz averaged 10 points/game, cornerback in football, and
2.5 blocked sbots per game, and pitched his baseball teams to two
was the ' team's leading consecutive state tournament aprebounder. He was named IMA pearances. In addition to his acAthlete of the Week because of , tivities in Sig Ep as membership
his accomplishments in B-BaD. development coordinator, he is in
Lierz also was <l starter on their Tau Beta Pi, Omega Chi Epsilon,
volleyball team and was on spe- AICHE, and Phi Eta Sigma. Lierz
cial teams in football. Randy is is a sophomore in Chemical Engifrom Kansas City, Missouri and neering with a 3.7 GPA. In his
attended North Kansas City spare time, he loves to play basketHigh School, where he played ball.

General Motors
CHE\IROLET /6£0 • PONTIAC • OlDSMOBILE • BUICK
CAOIUAC • GMC ~UO( • GMAC ANANOAl SERVlCES

Basketball Glen says Seattle all the way
MVP-type season and his turn-around talents of Patrick Ewing and John
jumper is the only unstoppable move in Starks are together, this team can be
the NBA, according to other players. the bestin the league. Their defense,
,Glen Miller
This team ultimately will go as far as depth and experience make them the
Mad Max can take them. Vernon beast of the east. Pat Riley will have
Staff Writer
Maxwell has neyer seen a shot he didn't the KnOCks at the top of their game
like and a player like that can shoot you when the second season starts.
Chicago will fmd out how much
into ' a game or shoot 'you out of the
As the NBA season comes to a game. Houston has played some excel- they miss Mike at he end of the playclose, it's time to take a look at the lent ball this year, including a phenom- off games. Scottie Pippen, Horace
strengths and weakmesses of the enal streak at the beginning of the year, Grant, and BJ. Armstrong are all
teams of the top teams from each but they played ..500 ball against sub good players, butoneofthem'needs to
conference.
par streaks immediately after their emerge as the go-to guy for this team
Looking out West, Seattle seems winning streaks. If the right Houston to challenge New York. Pippen will·
to be the team to' beat. They reached team shows up, they could take the probably try to fill that role, trying to
the elusive 60-win plateau, a typical trophy home.
show the world he can win without
standard for the elite and last year
Phoenix has the most experience, Jordan. Coach Phil Jackson has a
they reached the Western Conference four stars, a long-range bom""r, and a strong challenge in frontofhim. Still,
Finals, giving them experience. All- superstar who can take over games. this team has won the last three chamStar Shawn kemp leads the athletic Has this team underachieved, by 'fin- pionships so they know what it takes
Sonies. He is joined by an matured ishing the third or fourth seed? This to get the job do,ne.
Gary Payton, former Indiana Pacer , team has all the pieces in place. They
Atlanta is an enigma. This is a
forward Detlef Schrempf, and former won the west last year and the veterans team that routinely was bounced
Charlotte Hornet Kendall Gill. That on this club realize the play.offs are a e'arly in the playoffs so they are relagives the Sonics four guys who can new season and the only season peOple tively inexperienced in high-stake
win the game for them. They playa remember.
games. However, this team is much
frenetic defense that can change
San Antonio is lead by the Admiral, better than previous Hawk teams and
games into chaos and forces oppo- David Robinson, fiery John Lucas, the coach Lenny Wilkens has the experinents into turnovers that lead to e"asy blonde, Dennis Rodman. This is an ence of getting to the conference fibaskets. Due to the fact that they like unlikely combinatio~, but one that has nals. Danny Manning's aggressiveuptempo games, they are slightly less produced results all year. Robinson ness will determine how far this team
comfortable in a half-court set which has put up MVP-type numbers this can go.
might hurt them down the stretch in a year and Rodman is averaging 17 reMy crystal ball shows an Eastern
close game. Also, they don't have the bounds per game. Still, San Antonio Conference match-up of New York
one superstar who can take control of lacks the guard play to advance to the and Chicago while out west Seattle
the game down the stretch for you. finals. With Rodman's toughness and battles the Suns. It shows Seattle
Still, their talent, quickness, and the shooting of Dale ' Ellis, the spurs taking six games to · finish of the
depth make them the favorites.
Knicks and take the title west for the
could pull some upsets.
Houston will try to stop the
In the east, New York has followed first time in a long time.
Sonics run for the championship. a perfect March with a less-than· averHakeem Olajuwon is having an age April., t!p,w.e,ver i when ~ AlI-St!l1"
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The dictionary has at
least three defrriitions for
"value~' So do we.

l aMlner

come up
p.m. and

-

PrJwerfJlJOit' 145B 4/80.

Macinklsh [Juadra" 610 81230,
internal "PfJ/eClJ'" 300i CIJ.ROM Drive, "PfJIe"
Plus J4" ~,AfrJ/e ExJended Keyboard Uand mouse.

Only 11,264.00.

Only $2,354.00.

Giving people more value for their money has made Macintosh· the best-selling peryour budget. Meaning you get it all. Power. QUality. And affordability. So, if that
sounds like a value to you, see below for where you
sonal computer on campuses and across the country for
Affordable computers from Apple.
the past two year~ And that's a trend that is likely to
can purchase a Macintosh today Appl .~
continue. Because there are Macintosh and PowerBook· models available within
at special student prices. And leave your dictionary at home.

eway

lJ.e.

Ning and John
his team can be

For further information contact Ben Strehlman (Scientific Programmer Analyst at UMR)
at 114 Mathematic Computer Science Bldg • 341-4841 • EMail: ben @ umr • edu
or call Apple Computer directly at
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

"That story again? ... Well . one stormy night, when
the whole family was asleep. your grandfather
quietly rose from his bed, took an ax, and made
aaaaaall you little grandkids."
•
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Luckily, Eddie had stumbled upon a rare variety of
deadly nightshade. the amicable Atropa belladonna
congenia/ocus. (Later that same day, however, he
blundered into some poison oak - a flat-out
.....
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While Farmer Brown was away. the cows got into
the kitchen and were having the time of their
lives - until Betsy 's unwitting discovery.
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FREE ASSOCIATION by Ian Poertner
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Mark Alan Stamaty
~ND tHE YeARS
FOLLOWiNG HiS

PRES i DENCY HAD
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;ARY LARSON
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Captain Goatee's Weekly Review
Captain Goatee
StatTWriter

This week: Sarah McLachlan, Madder
Rose, Wild Colonials, That Dog, and
Sara Hickman's Domestic Science
Club
Hey Goatheads! This week's review presents 5 of the best album released recently. They are all tied to
each other because they are all "girl"
groups. Well, actually, their lead singers are women, but the rest of the band
might be made up of women or men. In
addition to being fronted by women,
these groups are also tied to each other
by their sound. Although they range
from folk to almost punk, all of these
groups have an amazing ability to write
beautiful songs. So no matter what
your style, you've got lots of great
music to choose from .

and that makes ~ a great listen.
Madder Rose may have gotten their
big break because of the success of
groups such as the Juliana Hatfield
three and The Cranberries, but their
album proves that they have what it
takes. Those of you who are looking for
a new "girl" group fill should just go
out and buy this album. It might not
make it to MTV's heavy rotation, but
since when did you buy only what
MTV told you to?

Album Review
That Dog
sIt
DGC (1994)
7 goatees

Some of you have been waiting for
this album all your life. I guarantee it.
That Dog has done what few bands
have ever done well. They've taken the
X philosophy of rockabilly punk and
looked at it from the folk side. Only
Camper Van Beethoven has done as
well 'as, but since David Lowery is now
making rock music, That Dog is poised
to take the new crown. On some songs,
Madder Rose
there is very mellow violin with quiet
£mi£..Qn
Atlantic/Seed (1994)
drums and acoustic guitar while the
9 goatees
girls sing harmony over top. On other
songs, it's grungy electric guitars that
Somebody in music land has fig- sound a little out of tune, but the haruredout a new type of band to go after. mony still floats above the mix.
In the past year, we've seen the emerYou could describe the band as
gence of Juliana Hatfield, Belly, The Edie Brickell meets Babes In Toyland,
Cranberries, and The Breeders in a but the closest comparison is to Lisa
big way. Big enoug!:!. for the people Germano, the violin player for John
who sign groups to notice. This current Mellencamp. Like Lisa's first album,
'set of groups got their surge with the Happiness (soon to be rereleased by
success of Tori Amos, Kate Bush, 4AD after Capitol dropped the album),
and The Sundays among others, and That Dog has a simple beauty In their
Madder Rose is the first group to really songs along with some great violin.
benefit from the latest push.
The songs range from very quite and
Madder Rose first entered my ears pretty to a few which lean towards raw
last year with an elltended single from and unstructured. It's both beautiful
Seed Records that found its way to and unbalanced at the same time.
KMNR . They were kind of a mill of
Maybe if you heard a song or two
Belly, Juliana Hatfield, and M azzy separate from the whole album, they
Star, and although the recording was a wouldn't have the same effect. But in
little rough, it was clear that they had
the context of the album, the music is
some great potential. Then, I started invigorating. Like the best Camper
hearing people talk about them from
Van Beethoven, the songs are either
their concerts. It's not that often that about love or goofy things (like a song
opening acts get mentioned frequently,
about'!?!l!dspot spray and vacuum hair
so I knew something was up.
cutl.<:~s called "Paid Programming"),
Well, ~ is what I was waitand 'Illie Camper, it's music you can
ing for. Madder Rose has leapt to the
always sing along with.
major labels and proved that they are
worthy of their contract regardless of
the bands that came before them. £illli£
Qn is a lovely combination of dreamy
songs which recall Nico with the Vel- Wild Colonials
Fruit of Life
. vet Undergrou.'!d and louder songs
DGC (1994)
Tr*~morelikeachargedupBelly.
. -o..iiTIi~ongs are ah'{ays straight forward, 9 goatees

Album Review

and th~y connect with me musically
better than the music of some of their
peers.
It's refreshing to hear a new band
that fits in with your collection but
presents a new and fresh so und. Madder Rose isn' t quite as proficient in
writing, songs which have ultra-catchy
melodies .. but they have a great knack
for making music which is clean. They
don't clutter it with strange rhythms or
i ~angemenrs which seem out of place,

"

Indigo girls, sometimes the band
sounds a lot like early Jefferson Airplane without the drugs to mess up the
talent (Having a 'White Rabbit"-like
song called' Alice" helps this assessment) But the Wild Colonials are
their own thing.
And in fact, I really prefer their
album to the latest Indigo Girl albums.
Rather than having the Indigo Girl's
slick, inert, studio sound, the Wild
Colonials have recorded an album that
almost sounds live. The vocals are
soulful and loose, and the instruments
are spared the effects machine and
sound comfortable together. That's the
nice thing about being a whole band
though. It's a whole sound rather than
a piece put together with studio musicians.
The Wild Colonials' sound is an
even blend of inventive percussion,
piano, guitars, violin or cello, and
voice. The music is filled out such that
it almost feels orchestrated. The songs
are constructed so that all of the parts
have a purpose in the sound. In addition, most of the songs run about 5
minutes. It's obvious that a lot of work
has been put in by this band to take
their songs beyondjust the melody and
the words. So, if you're a fan of the
Indigo Girls or just of folk-rock in
general, be sure to check out the Wild
Colonials. Their sound is rootsy,
acoustic, and top notch .

Album Review
Sarah McLachlan
Fumbling Towards Ecstasy
Arista/Nettwerk (1993)
8 goatees

Album Review

I admit it. I missed the first Sarah
McLachlan craze that accompanied
Solace. Lots of people told me I should
listen to her, but I didn't. It wasn ' t that
I didn't have the time though. I had
heard a song of hers in passing, and I
got the impression that she was just
another woman singing on top of a
dance beat. And I already have lots of
divas over dance beats in my collection.
Well, I had that opinion changed
after I listened 10 the "In Defense of
Animals" benefit album. McLachlan
is represented with a live, solo version
of "Shelter" that is simply ellquisite. I
couldn't believe it. Wasn't she that
woman singing over dance beats? I
guess I was wrong.

Well, on the folk-rock spectrum,
this album leans toward the folk side.
So far in fact, that it got filed under
"Folk" at KMNR. But never fear, this
group is one you will want to check out
if you're an Indigo Girls fan. The
comparison to the Indigo Girls is easy
to make because the lead singer sounds
just like one of the Girls. I even
checked to see if maybe it was just
some side project. Aside from the

After listening to Fumbling Towards Ecstasy, I found that both pictures of McLachlan were correct. She
is an incredibly sensitive songwriter
and vocalist. The music sh" writes and
makes is touching and sensual. Listening to her is like a dream. Unfortunately, listening to the drum beats that
she has layered over some of these
songs is a nightmare. Don't get me
wrong, I love a great dance song and a
great dance beat, and on a few tracks
(such as the Eurythmics-esque
"Plenty"), the beat is very nice. A beat
machine simply substitutes (or compliments) a real percussionist.

Album Review

But then there are those songs
which are ruined by the addition of the
same beat. It's not that the rhythms Domestic Science Club
wouldn't work in those songs, but the sIt
10 goatees
beat is added almost as an afterthought. And what happens is that a
Take three women with a knackfor
simple song that is milled and con- Texas swing, sweet harmonies, and
structed with a beautiful atmosphere love songs, put them in a pot, mill thCIII
will be ruined. The worst example of around, and guess what you get? The
this is the song, "Mary". A drum beat Domestic Science Club and a greal
(which sounds like it came from a album. This short, eight song album,ia
cheap keyboard you'd buy at Wal- one of the cutest albums I've ever
mart) is layered over this beautiful heard. Sara Hickman, Patty Lege,and
song, and it completely dominates it.
Robin Macy have teamed up to mab
However, this effect is most obvi- an album which has only two faulta.
ous on the album's lead single, "Pos- it's too short (about 25 minutes) andil
session," because a solo version is might just be too perky!
added to the last song on the CD. The
Fans of Sara Hickman who IR
band version of "Possession" is lovely familiar with her love songs such.
in its own right. When McLachlan "Claim on my Heart" and "Simply"
sings "I'll take your breath away," she will fmd that songs such as "WorkinJ
really does. But when you listen to the Man" and "Sweet Tooth" are even
solo version that features just better. Hickman, who recently 101
McLachlan and piano, it takes the song control of her solo album, Necessary
to another level. With just her voice Angel, from Elektra, shows what she
and the piano, I am trapped by the song. can really do without the major label
The subtleties and expression in her world trying to get her on VH-l. The
performance are incredible, but in the ·songs of Domestic Science Club IR
band version, these nuances are over- simple and fun and silly, and they have
shadowed and hidden. It makes me only the instruments they need or
wish that she would release an album sometimes no instruments at all. With
of just her. The song is that powerful. Andrews Sisters harmony, love soop
Luckily, even with the question- about 'Kayaking," and acoustic Texas I ~~~~
able arrangements, the songs and swing, you just can't go wrong. The
McLachlan's performance still make it standout on the album is the fmal traclt
through. Like Tori Amos, whom she is called "Peaches and Cream". It fea·
often compared to, McLachlan shows tures Patty Lege singing in a bluesy,
that she is a great talent who is still dreamy, country voice that's backedby
j;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
working on figuring out her sound. a soulful muted trumpet.
Despite it's drum machine faults, If you cherish sweet love songs or kit·
Fumbling Towards Ecstasy is still a tens, then this is the album for you.
lovely album. The songs are full of E~en if you aren't a sappy person, this
pageantry and very dreamy. It's a great album will make even the blackest
album to listen to if you need to mellow heart smile. More than any album this
out or fall in love.
.
semester, the Domestic Science Club
album is an absolute \0 goatee album.
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IUM-Rolla student wins
Goldwater scholarship
News ServiCes

SOURCE

books and room and board, up to a
maximum of $7,000 a year. The award
to Spitzmiller marks the third consecutive year a UMR srudent has received
the scholarship. UMR is the only fouryear public institution in Missouri to
have a Goldwater Scholar this year.
The Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship
and Excellence in Education Foundation was established by Congress in
1986 to encourage outstanding srudents to pursue careers in mathematics, science and I'ngineering.
Spitzmiller is the son of Ray
Spitzmiller of Ironton and Norma
Jones of Arcadia, Mo _ - >
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Iberia, Mo., a senior m mining engineering; William Podrazik of Omaha,
Neb., a sophomore in mining engineering; Donald Taggart of Olathe, Kan_ a
junior in mining engineering; and Douglas Wright of Sl Louis, a graduate
srudentin mining engineering. UMR's
women's mucking team members are:
Rebecca Chris field of Poughkeepsie,
N.Y., ajunior in geology and geophysics; Jennifer Deis of Midland, Texas, a
junior in geology and geophysics;
Stephanie Marlin of Ozark, Mo., a
junior in engineering; Daphne Place of
Belleville, Ill., ajunior in mining engineering; Pamela Walk of Maryville,
Mo., a sophomore in mining engineering; ~d Lori'\Visd?m of Bunker, Mo.,
a Jumor 10 mmmg engmeermg.

"Miner of the Month" announced

ROLLA, Mo. - John Spitzmiller
oflronton, Mo., a senior at the University of Missouri-Rolla, has been selected as a 1994 Barry M_ Goldwater
10rethananyaIbum~] Scholar. Spitzmiller, an electrical enDomesuc Science ( I' gineering major at UMR, was one of
iSOlute 10 goatee
250 college students in the United
- - - - - 1 States to receive the scholarship,
which covers the cost of tuition, fees ,

~ uJ.

SOURCE

ROLLA, MO. - Members of the
men's mucking team at the University
of Missouri-Rolla have won fIrst place
in overall men's competition at the
National Intercollegiate Mining Competition held March 31 and April I in
Ellco, Nev. The team finished in first
place in fiveofthe seven events held. In
addition, members of the women's
mucking team at UMR, the fIrst UMR
women's team to compete in the event,
finished in second place in the overall
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women's competition. The women's
team finished in frrst place in three of
the seven events held. During the
men's competition, 11 six-member
teams from colleges and universities in
the western United States used oldfashioned mining methods and handheld tools to compete in timed events
including gold panning, surveying,
hand-mucking, hand-steeling, trackstanding, Swede sawing and jacldeg
drilling. The women's competition
featured four six-member teams competing in the same events. UMR men's
mucking team members are: Gerald
Haantz ofJefferson City, Mo., a ~enior
in mining engineering; Chris Huett, of
Mountain Home, Ark., a senior in min' ing engineering; Michael Larson of

K_C.Snyder
Staff Writer

area of 3 tables and 8 chairs for students who wish to srudy on campus
during the hours that the library is not
open. The room opens at 12:00 a.m.
and closes at 7:30 a.m., when it turns
back into a regular classroom.

"We wanted to have the room
available for students now, so we took
StuCo's Campus Improvement
the respo.nsibility of setting it up ourCommittee has secured room 205 in
selves," said Keith Blackford, chairthe Math-Computer Science building
as a late-night study area. Srudent
see Study, page 14
Council memb!:rs_..~ ~et\if.lg liP ~ ~t_udy .• __ _ •

The UMR chapter of the Blue Key
National Honor Fraternity is proud to
present the March "Miner of the
Month" award to Tony Edwards of
Thomas Jefferson Hall. The award is

given out each month to students who
have shown exceptional dedication
and have gone above and beyond their
normal responsibilities.
As a service to the students in the
residence halls, Tony helped organize
and present several programs during
March in conjunction with the Sl Pat's
Celebration. This included an informational program to help freshmen get
a better idea of what the SI. Pat's celebration is all about, a Booze Bowl to

increas e alcohol awareness, a
"mocktails" barto give people an alternative to alcoholic beverages, a dance,
and a variety show. Although Tony had
a lot of help, he put forth a tremendous
effort during the month. Tony was also
selected by the National Residence
Hall Honorary as the Resident Assistant of the Month for the Midwest
Affiliation of College and University
Residence Halls (MACURH). Congrarulations, Tony!

.STUCO Accepting Committee Chair Applications
Stueo

SOURCE

This is the time of year wlien many
students make their plans for next year,
thinking about class schedules and
commitments. Don't forget about Student Council! Student Council is .accepting applications for committee
chairs from the present through Friday,
April 29 . Why sh.ould you be a committee chair? You could be a part of an
organization that voices student opinions on current issues, allocates funds
to student organizations, and helps organize projects and program~ that help
the whole campus. Being a committee
chair, you would ~ right in the middle
of the action, since the committees are
where all the work gets done. What
committees are there to chose from?
Here is a brief description.
The Standing Committees:
University Relations-The pur,
pose of this committee is to act as a
direct liaison between students and the
university. This committee is responsible for receiving and responding to
student complaints, and directing
those complaints to the proper channels. The committee also conducts a
yearly Student Council Survey_
Campus · Inlprovements-This
committee coordinates projects to improve campus life. Some projects include the following : organizing a latenight study area, an organizational file
server, investigating bringing a fastfood chain onto campus. This commit-

tee handles more long-term issues than
the University Rela.tions committee.
Community Relation!;-This committee is responsible for organizing, the
four yearly blood driv'es held at UMR.
In addition, this committee works to
improve campus safety and will be
,responsible for coordinating service
projects .
Public Relatio'ns-This committee
is responsible for informing the student body of actions and decisions being made by the University and Student
Council that affect students. The committee writes articles and adverti s e~
ments in the Miner and The Voice as
well as coordinating projects that improve Student Council's image in the
community and on campus.
Student Services-This committee is responsible for improving current university services and providing
services which help students at UMR.
They help put on a books ale every
semester and will be responsible for
maintenance of the TJ Tunnel and the
tunnel art contests. They mail an wor-mation booldet to freshman students,
coordinate a Student Council booth at
recruiting events, and compiling
teacher evaluations for consultation by
students.
External Funding-This committee reviews applications for Equipment Fund, Non-Varsity Sports and
Club appropriations. An mventory of
all items purchased by the Equipment
Fund will be maintained by this committee .
Campus Organizations-This
committee will be responsible for reviewing applications to Student Council for appropriati?n amounts. They

also allocate office space on the secorid
floorofUCW.
Special CommitteesIntercultural Relations Committee-This committee will assist UMR
recognized organizations in coordinating intercultural events on campus.
The committee will help organize international and minority groups with
programming as well as provide support to these groups during their
events. The committee is responsible
for presenting proposals and insight to
Student Council and the University
regarding cultural issues.
Computer Advisory CommitteeThe purpose of this committee is to
investigate srudent computer needs on
campus. The committee will make
proposals to the university about improving specific computing services on
campus, and they will work with computing services to make the computing
system on campus more user-friendly_
How do you <!pply for a committee
chair position? There are applications
available in the Srudent Council office
at 202 University Center-West, right
above the Butcher-Baker. Just come
on up and fIll one out!
I hope you realize how much of an
impact you can make with STUCO_ If
you want to positively impact the campus, this is the place to do it! Even if
you don't have the time to be a committee chair, come by the office and volunteer to be on Student Council, and be a
part of the important decisions being
made there. You don't have to be voted
in to contribute! Make an impact! Be
a committee chair! - Keith'Blackford
keithb@umr.edu Vice-President, Internal Affairs Student Council.

....
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This semester, Student Council
will again be coordinating a campus
wide book sale, and they are requesting
Ihe help of the whole student body.
The idea is simple: students simply
.write down Ihe books they want to sell
and turn Iheir lists along with their
phone numb~r to Student Council.
These lists will be distributed to all
campus organizations and cards can be
found as an insert in this issue of the
Miner. Those lists will then be printed
in Ihe Miner at Ihe end of Ihis semester
and at Ihe beginning of nexf'temester
so that students can save money
-through buying their books directly

i .s

it1,r ;
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.. see Books, page 16

Statewide video teleconference to be held
Andrew Sears
Staff Writer

Student Council and the Intercampus Student Council are sponsoring a
student government video teleconference between UMKC, UMC, UMR
and UMSL The teleconference will be
held on Thursday, April 21 from 4 pm

to 6 pm in room 0-9 in Ihe Library. The
meeting will be open to all students
and members of the local press interested in attending. The purpose of the
teleconference will be to discuss system-wide issues in the University and
to introduce students to the
University's video teleconference system. Issues to be discussed at Ihe conference will include tuition increases,
financial aid, the plus/minus grading
system, bookstores, food service and
parking.

Earth Day celebration to be held
businesses from Ihe Rolla area will be
present to give information on enviNews Services ·
ronmentally safe practices, and to disSOURCE
play products which have a low impact on the environment. Addition::;;;_ _ _ _ _;;;;_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ally, the Recycling Center will be

~_

An Earlh Day celebration will be
held on Sunday, April 24, at Ihe new
Rolla Recycling Center, on Old Saint
J ames Road, near Forum Drive. The
event will run from 9:30 AM until
6:00 PM. Various organizations and

collecting aluminum, glass, p~per,
and plastic for recycling. Activities
will include speakers Jim Swenka,
and David Henke, a performance by
Ihe New Herizen Singers, and movies
dealing wilh local history and nature.
Everybody is invited to attend, and
learn about Ihe world aro und us.

Presentation on Haiti to be given
News Services
SOURCE

On Wedn~ s day, April 20, Bob
Corbett, founder and Executive Director of People-to-People will give a presentation on his work in Haiti at 7: 30
PM in Ihe parlor of The First United

11\

Melhodist Church, 91h and Rolla St.
This event is free and open to Ihe
pUblic.
People-to-People is a not-fo r-pro fit
organizat io n which does human service and development work in Hai ti .
Dr. Corbett has recen tl y returned from
a visit to Haiti and will discuss the
current situation in thi s Caribbean nation. A similar program that he presented on a previous visit to Rolla was
very well received.

ROLLA, Mo. - The Amoco Foun.
dation has awarded 14 grants totalling
$55,000 to the University of MissouriRolla to enhance the UMR 's engineering and science programs. The grants
will be Jlsed to purchase equipment
and to support scholarships and fellowships for students in chemical, electrical, geological, mechanical and petroleum engineering. Amoco funds also
will be used ·to support education opportunities for minority engineering
students and to support a pre-college
minoriiy summer program. "The University of Mi~souri-Rolla is an important partner in Amoco's success.
We've long understood the need for
supporting various missions of Ihe university, and lheAmoco Foundation has
had a continuing fmancial commitment to the school," said James
Norausky, president of Amoco Trans·
port Co. The Amoco Foundation is
funded by Amoco Corp., one of the
world's leading oil, natural gas and
'petrochemical companies. In 1993, Ihe
Amoco Foundation contributed nearly
$11 million to educational programs.
Since 1980, lheAmoco Foundation has
contributed more Ihan $1.4 million to
Ihe university.

Study

from page 13

Miscellane

COMPUTERF
man of Ihe StuCo Campus Improvement Committee. "We hope to have
administrative support in maintaining
the room soon."
Under the current arrangement,
StuCo members will be setting Ihe
room up, and MCS custodians will turn
it back into a classroom in the morning.
MCS 205 is adjacent to the Mac CLC
in room 206.
In olher news, StuCo's University
Relations Committee will probably
install a $0.1 0 copy machine in the
University Center-East early in the fall
semester. The copier will be there for
Ihe convenience of students studying at
UCE, and as an alternative place on
campus for-studenfs to make copies.
T~ese committees, as well as all
Ihe others on StuCo, rely on your input
in order to do their jobs! If enough
students care about an issue affecting
Ihe campus, somelhing will get done
abo ut it If yo u have a complaint or
suggestion yo u want StuCo to know
abput, call the StuCo Complaint/Suggestion Hotline at 341 -642 1, or drop by
Ihe StuCo office and talk to an officer in
person.

IBM XT PC 25

2 D~kDrives J

Call: 364-8895

-
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why break

-

-
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Whyisever

LUn<:h at Nanni

Random Kappa
Thanks fOil
BritChes
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Hopeyouha
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ACROSS
1. Raised railways
4. Mountain lions
9. Beaver construction

12.
13.
14.
15.

Confederate general
N. Amer. Indian
Oval protein
Pertains to the sea

21. Disallows
23 . Amount (Abbr.)
24. Sml II Island
27. Lemon drink
28. Winglike stru c, I
29. Store room

6. New England s tate (abbr.)
7. One who acts for another
8. Oceans
9. Hate
10. Eon
11. Manager (abbr.)
16. T hose holdin g offh ,

34. Pale yellow
36 .
37.
38 .
39.
40.
41.
43.
44.
46 .
49.
50.
52.

Personals
HeyPoo,
why break tradition? - Peanut

2. Mcadow
3. Quiet

4. Smaller Ihan a lake
5. Hire

30. Preposition

menl arrangemenl
will be setting tht
; custodians willlllll
roominthe morninl
:enIIO the Mac CLC

DOWN
1. Large tree

17. Religious holida y
19. Conclude
20 . Follow immedlat el)'

31. Evidence furn i. ,
33. Slang (abb r.)

COMPUTER FOR SALE:
ffiM XTPC 256
2 Disk Drives Best Offer
Call: 364-8895

53. Cont raction
54 . A ll ows th e use of
55. Pig pcn

Noa h's bOllt
Age
Record checkcl
ur.)
Native (suffix)
At the end
Smell or touch
Pork
Musica l presenh.. "..lHS
Substance thilt hardens
Poison an tidote
Growth
Tutelary deity

43. Belongs (0 Ihal girl
44 . Japanese sash
45. Ught rap
46. food nsh
47. Na tural (abbr. )
48. Attempt
50. North-Central state (abbr.)

18. Fils
20. Come fo rth
21. Amount produced
22. Love
23. Allilude (abbr.)
25. Speech probl em (pi J
26. Great ach ievement
28. Direct a weapon
29. Inquire
31. H2O
32. Ever (poetic)
35. Art ca nvas support n. : ,
37 . Dromedaries
39. Single newspaper
40 . Escape (slang)
42. National (abbr.)

see Solutions, page 18

Do you always havespagetti O's with
your Peter Pan?
Navigator and Goldie
Did you fmd a few good men or
just
a few random families?
Hey Hotlips,
have a falling out lalely.
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Baby JayneHoldme!!!
rve never ..
kissed Jeff Lewallen.
Why is everyone drinking???
Lunch at Nannies anyone ??

We didnt know you had lhirteen
kids.
Pooh CrewThanks for understanding my motives.
-Pooh

Random Kappa Sigma boys Thanks for the great tango lesson

As your wish -

Britches

Hey BoltsCongratulalions Pres!
Pauli & Any

Goldie Hope you had an Awesome 20th!
Your the coolest pledge SiS ever!
AOT,POOH

farmboy

So Pauli is that a ring in your pocket
or are you just happy to see me?
lloveyou!
- Phoo

DouaSobery

The recent UMK Blood
Drive raised over 500
pints of blood and another
500 people tried to give
blood but were deferred.
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Buick
teers as a member of the Chi Omega
Sorority Alumnae Board and helps the
MSM-UMR Alumni Association. She
is the first UMR graduate to receive
this award. The Volunteer Spirit

from page 1
Award, now in its seventh year, is
presented on 40 college and university
campuses in the United States and has
been presented to more than 500 volunteers.

from page 14

from other students instead from the
book store. Last semester the book sale
was first started by the Campus improvements Committee of Student
Council, which was chaired by Keith
Blackford. In its first semester the
book sale was relatively successful,
but it is expected to be even more
successful this semester. The idea for
this book sale came from UMC and
UMKC where they have similar book
sales. The students at UMKC started
their book sale as a way to avoid the
high cost of their bookstore since their
bookstore was the only one on campus.
Last semester the book sale at UMKC
went through over $20,000 worth of
books. Student Council is hoping that
the book sale can be just as successful
at UMR. To help do that, Student
Council IS asking campus organiza-

tions to co-sponsor the book sale by
passing around lists for people to write
down the books they want to sell. Students that are in campus organizations
should look for a sign-up sheet for the
book sale. Otherwise, students should
fill out card that is enclosed in this
issue of the Miner and return it to
campus mail. Students can also send a
list of their books via e-mail to
stuco@umr.edu or post in the
newsgroup called bks-for-sale. Keith
Blackfordcommenteci, "r fllledoutone
of the cards last semester and sold a
book for approximately $10 more than
I would have received at the bookstore.
I believe the person to whom I sold the
book saved money, as well." Remember the book sale will only work if you
participate, and why not participate?
Why not save money?

Bhatt

.:::::

from page '

------------------

Student Leader Education Summit I
the University of North Carolina I
Chapel Hill and the 1993 9th NatioOl
Conference for College Women Stu
dent Leaders at George Washingto
University in Wasrungton, D.C. Bha
also volunteers as a tutor for the Roll
High School and as a coach and refere
for the Rolla Optimist Club girls bas
ketball program. Carnahan previoust
appointed Sears to the position 0;
April 4. Sears said that he decided b
withdraw his name from consideratio:
in order toconcentrateon rus studies_
he maintains a 4.0 grade point averag'
- and rus new duties as UMR Studen
Council president, which began Thurs
day, April 14. Sears added that whil,
'he was pleased to be appointed studen
curator, he did not believe he DOul,
devote the necessary time to the board

Theta Tau On
Haas of Rolla

-

Aid
The United States lnfonnation Agency

from page 2
health and accident insurance.

(USIA), thel. William Fullbright Foreign Scholar-

Completeprograrn and applicationinfonnation

ship Board (BFS) and the Instirute oflntemational

is contained in the brochure, ''Fullbright and other

Education (lIE) announce the May I, 1994 official

grants for graduate study or research abroad. 1995-

opening of the 1995-96 competition for Fullbright

96." Students currently enrolled in a college or

Grants for graduatesmdyorresearcb abroad in aca·

university should contact theiron--campusFullbright

·Current UMR students - 2.0 Sem. & CUM

Conc~teindustry Boardhasestablishedaperpetual

standingoftheR...W Chapter, TROA

GPA and being in good academic standing

fund known as the Mid-West Concrete Industry

*Forundergraduate orgraduate students

Board EducationFund. The Fund is an endowment

• High school and UMR transcripts required

·MemberofRolla Area (phelps County)

fWld that will provide financial assistance to college

* Must be at least a half-time student

in 2 install-

engineeringswdentspursuingaBachelorofScience

• Completed application must be

ments,ofS300; thefirstinstallmentwillbeavailable

orhigherdegreethatincludesconcreteandconcrete

before May 15.1994.

NAACP Branch (if current UMR student)
The grant will be

administe~d

~ived

on or

demic fields and for professional training in the

ProgramAdvisorforbrochures,applicationfonns,

when the Fall semester begins, the second install-

design courses as an integral part of their degree

Formoreinfonnationand applicationcontactMAI

creative and perfonningarts.

and furtherinfonnation.

ment will be available when the Winter semester

prognun.

Don Wbite,Room 31 O,Harris Hall, 3414738.

begins. Contingent upon maintenance of a 2.0 se-

Requirements:

The purpose of these grants is to increasemu·
tuaI undemanding between the people of the United

SOCIEIY OFFIRE PROTECDONENGINEERS

States and other coWltries through the exchange of

GREATER sr. LOUIS CHAPTER OFFERS TWO

persons, knowledge and skills. They are funded

S500SCHOLARSlllPS

mesterand cwn. GPA.

• Applicant's permanent residence as indicated on

THE AFCEA EDUCATIONAL FOUNDA-

The grant will be awarded on the basis of

college records or the high school record must be

TIONPOSTGRADUATE FELWWSHIPS

fmancial need, academic potential, and service to

within the state of Kansas or Missouri and either (a)

• S3,OOO Fellowship

under the Mutual Educational and Cultural Ex-

This scholarship islimitedtostudentsfrom the

within a 150 mile radius from a point on the Kansasl

• Fields of study encompass but are not limited to

change Act of 1961 through an annual appropriation

greater SL Louis area who will have completed 60

Application deadline is April 30, 1994 and

MissouristatelineathighwayI-35;or(b)withina25

elClCt!'elics,electrica1orcommunicationsengineer-

made by Congress to USIA. Participatinggovem-

howsbythestartofthecomingfaIlsemesterandare

decisionwillbemadebyMay 16,1994. Application

mile radius of the main U.S. Post Office at the

ing,malhemalics.physics,photometrics,comput.er

ments and host institutions in many countries also

full·timestudentsinanaccreditedengineeringpro-

forms are available from: Rolla Area (phelps

mailing address ofa current MCIBmember.

science ortechnology, andinformationmanagementl

photometrics.computerscienceorteclmology,and

school, church and community.

contribute. TheBFS, composed of 12 educational

gram. Recipient selection will be on a subjective

County) NAACP Branch; P.O. Box 1543; Rolla ,

• ApplicantmustbepursuingaBachelorofScience

andpublicleadersappointedbythePresidentofthe

basis by the Scholarship Committee based on a

M065401

orhigherdegreethatincludesconcreteandconcrete

infonnationmanagement

UnitedStates,establishescriteriafortheselectionof

combinationofpastacademicachievement,commu-

314-341-2667(h)or314-3414771

design courses as an integral part of their degree

• Must be a US citizen

candidates and has the final authority forthe award-

nity involvement,and fmancialneed.

ingof grants.

APPUCA nONS AVAILABLE IN THE

program atan accreditedcollegeoruniversity.

.. Must identify or establish thesis subject if appli·

1994-95 ORVILLE REDENBACHER'S SEC.

• Applicant must be enrolled in orhave completed

cable, and is possible, an abstract or precis of the
intendedareaandnatureofinvestigatioD.

Forallgrants,applicantsmustbeU.S.citizens

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID OFFICE. G-1

ONDSTARTSCHOLARSIUPPROGRAM

concrete or concrete design courses.

at the time of application and hold a bachelor's

PARKER HALL. APPUCAnONS MUST BE

Thirty SI,OOO scholarships will be distributed to

* Applicant must not be a son, daughter, grandson,

.. Applicationsmustbereceived notlaterthanM.,.

degreeorit'seqwvalentbythebeginningdateofthe

RECElVEDBY APRlL25,1994.

qualified adults for the 1994-95 school year. This

granddaughter, niece, or nephew of an advisory

1,1994.

unique program is d~igned to assist the growing

Committee member.

For more Information and application contld

number of adults who are retuning to college or

• Part-time student applicants will be limited to

MAJ Don White, Room 310 Harris Hall, 3414738.

granL Creative and perfonrung artists are not requiredtobaveabachelorsdegree,buttheymusthave

The "Yes I Can"grantis a S600 grantfundedbythe

fouryearsofrelevanttrainingorstudy. Candidates in

Rolla area (Phelps County) NAACP fora full-time

beginning for the first time. To be eligible for an

junior class status or above. The scholarship award

medicine must have an M.D. or equivalent at the

African-AmericanundergIClduatestudententeringor

Orville Redenbacher's Second Start Schola~hip,

to part-time students will be commiserate with the

timeofapplication.

currently auendingthe University of Missouri-Rolla

you must be 30 yearsorolderatthetimeof applica-

costs.

NEW YORK CITY POST, SOCIETY OF

with at least one yearof college remaining.

tionandbeenrolledorplanningtoeruollpart.time in

Applications available in theStudentFinancialAid

AMERICAN MILITARY ENGINEERS
(SAME)

All applicants are required to have sufficient
proficiency in the language of the host country to

EUGIBlUTYREQUlREMENTS:

an undergraduateorgraduatedeg~eprogramatan

Office,G-1 ParkerHall.

cany out their proposed study orresearch.

• African-American

accredited college or university .

Deadline: Application receipt date will beclosedon

• One Sl,OOO award to a UMRstudentmemberof

·Demonstratedfmancialneed

APPUCATIONS AV AlLABLE IN THE STU-

April 30, 1994.

SAME.

Fullbright Full grants provide round trip inter-

national travel , maintenance for the tenure of the

·U.S. Citizen

DENT FINANCIAL AID OFFICE, G·l

grant, a research allowance, and milion waivers if

·SoWldmoralcharacter

PARKER HALL.

FORT LEONARD WOOD CHAPTER, THE

anengineering.relatedfield.

applicable. Fullbright Travel Grants provide round

• Admitted to or attending UMR during the

ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE f.Q.SL

RETIRED OmCERS ASSOCIATION.

• Award must be used by a full·time student during

MARK£ll BY MAY 2, 1994.

• S500 scholarship to defray educational expenses. .

the94195 school year.

trip travel to the country where the student will

period of grant allowance

pursue sru~yor research and are intended to supple-

·Minimwnacademiccriteria:

mentmaintenanceawardsfromothersourcesthatdo

·High school- Meet UMR admissions

notprovide fundsfortravel All grants include basic

-

standards

Kana Dill of Ka
check for $ 1:

• Must be a U.S.Citizenmajoringinengineering or

• Fordependentsofactive'duty,relired,ordeceased

• Deadline is April30,1994.

THE MIDWEST CONCRETE INDUSTRY

officers.

'Formore informalipnand application conlD.ct~·

BOARD, INC. SCHOLARSHIP The Midwest

• Must be recommend.ed_b)' a mem~r.i~ g~~ . _ Don\Y1}ite t..~00m~1_0 , liaPi.s~,}1.1:4738.
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Doug sobery

Theta Tau Omega Casino Night Chairman Joe Homburg presents Kim
Haas of Rolla United Way with a $ 2,000 check.

Theta Tau Omega
Ugly Man 1994

1StllWf·limu tlldcn!

The Uglyman Competition is an Annual Event sponsored by Theta Tau
Omega since the early 1940's. This fund-raiser, along with Theta Tau Omega's
Casino Night, this year raised $ 8,878 .53. All of these proceeds are promptly
distributed to local and national charities. The Uglyman Competition is just part
of Theta Tau Omega's Commitment to the betterment of the local community.
Theta Tau Omega would like to thank all who made this years Casino Night and
Ugly Man Competition such a large successes.
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Doug sobery

Karla Dill of Kappa Delta presents Mitch Lewis of the Kiwanis Club with a
check for $ 1,136.00 from Uglyman Competition.

- ---_..-._._-_..._---

cs,phy,;cs,p!x>""'.....""

klog)',ui~

Rolla Area United Way
M.D.A.
Kiwanis Club
L. O. V. E.
Susan G. Homan Breast Cancer fnd.
Tbe Ginger Bread House
Cerebral palsy CHncic
Fund For Cbildren in Need
Cancer Researcb Center
Missouri Special Olympics
Phelps County Regional
Big Brothers Big Sisters- Rolla
Cerebral Palsy Clinic
Phelps County Regional Medical
Big Brothers Big Sisters - Rolla
Phelps County Regional Medical

Sponsor
Theta Tau Omega
Ka ppa Alpha
Ka ppa Delta
Chi Omega
Zeta Tau Alpba
TJ.H.A .
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Kap pa Delta
Sigma Nu
Tau Kappa EpSilon
Sigma Pi
TJ.H.A.
Kap pa Sigma
Lambda Chi Alpha
Alpba Epsilon Pi
Beta Sigma Psi

Amount Raised
$2,000.00
$1,782.00
$1,136.00
$1,025.78
$832.50
$660.28
$500.00
$284.00
$200.00
$105.00
$100.00
$96.00
$58.15
$44.57
$31.25
$23.00

Doug Sobery

Theta Tau Omega's Uglymanwinners : Backrow: Bonnie Lewis (C.P.) , Lola
Mesko (LOVE) , Lisa Gray (GB House) , Dick Miller (Kawanis), Mitch Lewis
(Kawanis) , Mary Jo Lett (E R Dept) Frontrow: Ken Martinez (Theta Tau) ,
Jennifer Haas (United Way), Jennifer Bischel (Chi Omega), and Joe
Hornburg (Theta Tau) .

.
Dou g Sobery
J ennl'fer Bischel
of Chi Omega presents Lola Mesko of L.O.V.E. with a
$1 ,025.78 check from the Uglyman Competition.
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A MURDER ON TENTH STREET
Whoever was responsible for the murder occuring just
west of the Miner Rec. Building on Friday, April 1, 1994 was
indeed an April Fool. Quite possibly no one person was
responsible; the entire excavation crew and their supervisor
certainly were accomplices. Perhaps ' persons of higher
stature were also implicated in the crime. The victim of this
hideous act was a tail, beautiful, mature, healthy pine tree on
the lot that is being excavated for another parking lot.
Evidently it was decided that the long-sfanding UMR tradition that no parking lot should have any shade whatsoever
could not be violated, so the tree had to be"removed. As I
recall, it was rather close to tenth street, and should have
presented no problem in the lot construction. At worst it
might have shortened one ortwo car slots, wJ;lich space could
have been utilized for three to six"motorcycle slots. Is there
any explanation (or excuse) for such a foolhardy act.

COPING WrTH ANALS

Tuesday, May 3; 7:00-8:00 pm
G-8 TJ Hall - AEC
Fadlitator: Dr. George Schowengerdt

F. Hardtke

by Andrew Lehman

LEHMAN

- - - --- - ----
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Need a friend on whom
you can depend?

8rCld I-IClr\')C2\?
5tudant Union SOClrd'!»

* EXTRA INCOME '94 *
Earn $200 - $500 weekly maiUng 1994
Travel brochures. For more information
send a self ackjressed stamped envelope
to: Travel Network, P.O. Box 612530,
Marni, Fl33161
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Final Examination 5ched ule
Winter 5emester Iqq4
The final examinatio n period will begin Monday, May 9, 1994, at 7:30 a.m., and
end at 5:30 p.m., Friday, May 13, 1994 . Common finals are scheduled for those
courses listed in Section II below. Room assignments for common finals will be
anno unced by the instructors.
The courses not covered in Sections I, II, and III are to be arranged by the
instructor in cooperation with the students in that course.
I. Evening Course Finals are scheduled for the evening session during final
week. Evening c ourses are those courses beginning after 5:30 p.m.
I I . Common Finals include ALL SECTIONS.

B Eng 50, 120
B Eng 110
B Eng 150
CSci 73, 228
EE 61, 63
EM 160
Hist 176
Math 8
Math 21, 22
Math 204
ME 208
ME 211
ME 219
ME 240, 242
ME 280
Phys 23, 24
Pol Sci 90

Lehman

III.

s.

Monday
Thursday
Friday
Friday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Monday
Thursday
Wednesday
Thursday
Wednesday
Friday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday

Regular Finals
First Weekly Class
Meeting Time

1:00-3:00
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
1:00-3:00
7:30 - 9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
1:00-3:00
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
1:00- 3:00
7:30-9:30

Final Exam Time

Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday

7:30
8:30
9:30
10:30
11:30
12:30
1:30
2:30

Thursday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Monday
Thursday
Friday
Tuesday
Friday

3:30-5:30
10:00-12:00
1:00-3:00
7:30-9:30
1 : 00-3:00
10:00-12:00
3:30-5:30
1:00-3:00

Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday

8:05 or 8:30
9:30
10:30
11:05 or 11:30
12:30
1 : 30 or 2:05

Thursday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Friday
Wednesday

10 : 00-12:00
10:00-12:00
3:30-5:30
10 : 00-12:00
3:30-5:30
3:30-5:30

According to the Student Academi c Regulations all requests t o change the final
schedule because of conflicts or having three or more examinations scheduled on
one day "are to be made in the Registrar's Office at least one week before the
beginning of the final examination week" (Friday, April 29).

ATTENTION MAY 6RADUATE~'
on!>
2\,
oC1rd'~
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Commencement announcements are
now available in the Registrar's Office for
all graduating
students. These announcements are
provided by the University at no cost to
students who will be graduating on
May 14, 1994.
Lauren A. Peterson
Assistant Registrar

o·
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DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.

NSF FE
reCeiVE

Nicholas Esposito, killed Oct. 13, 1989 at 8:25 pm.
Next time your friend insists on driving drunk, do whatever it takes to stop him.
Because if he kms innocent people, how will you live with yourself?

David Hock
ent in electric.
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FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
u.s. Department 01 TransportatIOn
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